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Ridge says U.S. needs more security Carter to speak
Upping border
on Middle East
patrol should be
major priority

by David Ceasar
Senior News Editor

by Emily Sydnor
Hatchet Reporter
Former Department of
Homeland Security Secretary
Tom Ridge said the department
is still working on “getting it
right” to a sold-out crowd in
the Jack Morton Auditorium
Tuesday night.
In a relaxed conversation
with Media and Public Affairs
professor Frank Sesno, Ridge
talked about the Iraq War and
state of homeland security. Ridge
served as the first Secretary of
Homeland Security from 2003 to
2005. The newest Cabinet-level
position was established after
the Sept. 11 attacks and the passage of the Homeland Security
Act of 2002.
“We are not as secure as we
want to be, need to be, and will
be,” he said.
Ridge was critical of several current policies relating to
homeland security, particularly
the decision to build a fence
along the U.S.-Mexico border.
He said a fence should act as a
funnel to push people toward
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Former Department of Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge speaks to a sold-out crowd in the Jack
Morton Auditorium Tuesday night. Ridge talked about the Iraq War and the state of homeland security.
checkpoints. He also stressed
the need for increased technology and personnel along the
border.
We should “legitimize the

ability of Mexican workers to
cross the border” to work, he
said.
Ridge said one of the biggest
failings of homeland security is

Man arrested for disrupting Ross Hall meeting
A man was arrested early Tuesday
afternoon after he allegedly forced
himself into a first-floor room in Ross
Hall where a meeting of faculty and
students was taking place, Metropolitan Police Department and University
officials said.
MPD responded to 2300 I St. at
about 1 p.m., for someone who was
“mentally disturbed,” said Officer
Quintin Peterson of MPD’s Public Information Office.
“I believe they took that person
to D.C. General Hospital where they
have a mental observation ward so
they can be monitored,” Peterson
said. Both MPD and the Medical Center ’s communication office reported
that no injuries occurred during the
incident.
“We had an individual who came
to Ross Hall and said he was going
to go to a room, and provided proper
photo ID, and he was subsequently
admitted to the building,” said Linda
Dent, director of the Medical Center ’s
Communication and Marketing office.
“He forced himself into one of the
rooms, disrupted the meeting of fac-

ulty and students,” Dent said. “The
police were called and within a particularly short time, faculty and students
did leave the room and the individual
was arrested by MPD.”
The building was not evacuated,
but the meeting stopped after the incident because members of the meeting
were speaking with University Police
Department and MPD officials.
In response to the disturbance and
breach of security in the building, Provost and Vice President of Health Affairs John Williams sent an e-mail to
the Medical Center community alerting them of the situation and changes
to security process in Ross Hall.
Dent said the building will have a
new entry policy that requires people
to show a photo ID and wait at the
security desk until their hosts greet
them.
She said the new policies are similar to those in federal government office buildings and will be in place until further notice. She said the Medical
Center continually evaluates the effectiveness of such policies.
–Brandon Butler, with David Ceasar
contributing.

the lack of a single national system for communication between
emergency response groups.
With Hurricane Katrina, he said,
See RIDGE p. 5

Former U.S. President Jimmy
Carter will speak at Lisner
Auditorium next Thursday to
discuss Middle Eastern affairs
and his controversial book about
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The 39th president will speak
from 1 to 2:15 p.m. as part of the
third installment of the Middle
East Policy Forum, a series of
lectures put on by the Elliott
School of International Affairs.
Ambassador Edward “Skip”
Gnehm, Kuwait professor of Gulf
and Arabian Peninsula affairs,
organized the forum and chose
Carter to be the third speaker in
the series.
The former U.S. ambassador
to Kuwait and Jordan was able to
get his fellow Georgian to speak
at GW because he went to high
school with several people who
worked in the Carter administration.
“I said, ‘Heck, I’m going to
pick up the phone and see if he
wants to do one of his four or
five speeches this spring at GW,’”
Gnehm said, “and the answer
came back ‘yes, indeed.’”
Media Relations Director
Tracy Schario said the University
as a whole benefits when speak-

ers of Carter’s stature come to
GW, especially when brought in
by professors.
“(We appreciate) the role
that our faculty play in helping to recruit top internationally renowned speakers ... We
think we’ll have an interesting
dialogue with President Carter,”
Schario said.
Students can pick up free tickets on a first-come, first-served
basis from the TicketMaster in the
basement of the Marvin Center
starting Thursday. Organizers
said students can only pick up
one ticket per GWorld card.
Carter, who brokered the
Camp David peace accords
between Israel and Egypt, surprised many in November
with the controversial thesis
“Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid.”
In the New York Times bestseller,
the former president argues that
Israel’s control over formerly
Palestinian territories has been
the fundamental roadblock to
peace.
The Jewish-American community and many supporters of
Israel have been angry over the
comparison between Israelis and
the racist South African regime
that oppressed Africans during
See CARTER, p. 5

Soldiers’ families speak out
Kidnapped Israeli
troops still
remembered
by Lindsay Corcoran
Hatchet Reporter
Many people may have forgotten
about the two Israeli soldiers whose
capture last summer made a month
of headlines and led to the next chapter in the Arab-Israeli conﬂict.
But Tuesday night at GW Hillel,
the families of the two kidnapped
soldiers who catapulted Israel and
Lebanon into a month-long deadly
conﬂict spoke about their loved ones
who, after eight months, have still not
come home.
At the time of the capture in July,
eight other soldiers were also kidnapped, all of whom died. But the
families of Ehud Goldwasser and Eldad Regev still hold onto hope that
their loved ones are alive.
“We hope, we assume they are

Alex Ellis/Hatchet photographer

Miki Goldwasser, mother of Ehud Goldwasser, discusses her reaction to
her son’s capture in Israel by Hezbollah in Hillel Tuesday night.
alive,” said Omri Avni, the father-inlaw of Goldwasser.
In mid-August, the U.N. Security
Council passed a resolution requiring the disarmament of Hezbollah
– a Lebanese terrorist organization
accused of the kidnapping. In return,
the council asks for Israel’s withdrawal from Lebanon and for the deploy-

ment of Lebanese soldiers.
The family members of the missing soldiers have been traveling
around the world in attempts to gain
international support for their efforts
to locate the soldiers and lessen Hezbollah’s power in the region. Some
See HILLEL, p. 3

2007 SA RUN-OFF ELECTION

After nearly passing on
GW, Abanto eyes SA
by Nathan Grossman
Senior Staff Writer
Marc Abanto almost didn’t come
to GW. In fact, it wasn’t even on the junior’s list of potential colleges at ﬁrst.
“My guidance counselor insisted
that I apply to GW, and he put it back
on my list three times,” recalled the
Connecticut native. “When I ﬁnally
visited, I fell in love with the place. I
went back home and gave my counselor a hug.”
Three years later, Abanto, now a
junior, is close to attaining the highest student government position in
the school he almost didn’t go to. Last
week, he ﬁnished ﬁrst out of the ﬁve
candidates running for Student Association president. He did not garner
the 40 percent threshold needed to
win and this week faces sophomore
Nicole Capp in the run-off election.
Abanto’s slate, The Student Union,
was also successful on election night,
winning 12 out of 15 undergraduate
senate seats. Junior Nick D’Addario,
Abanto’s running mate, also advanced
to the run-off round against sophomore Brand Kroeger.
Abanto grew up with his mother
and younger brother Scott. His father
emigrated from Peru as a child and
now lives in New York with Abanto’s

step-sister Maggie.
In his spare time, Abanto enjoys
doing one activity above all –- relaxing.
“Relaxing is one of the greatest
things in life, whether it’s going to a
movie with my friends, or just spending time with the people I love,” he
said.
He hasn’t relaxed very much
while doing student government. In
high school he served as student body
president his senior year. Upon entering GW, he instinctively sought out
the SA as a place to continue his work.
“I’ve always wanted to positively
impact places I’m connected to,” he
said.
For Abanto, the SA is less about
ideology and more about choosing
dedicated leaders. This approach
guided the formation of the Student
Union slate.
“We created (the slate) to ensure
that like-minded individuals could affect change on campus, not to create a
political machine,” he said, noting that
the slate has already been dissolved.
“What’s really important is picking
people who can utilize their skills and
be effective leaders.”
Abanto is quick to point out his
See ABANTO, p. 5

Heritage, family define
Brooklyn native Capp
by Andrew Ramonas
Senior Staff Writer

Ryder Haske/Hatchet photographer

Senior Katie Sagal (left) assists junior Sari Kaufman with
voting in the Marvin Center computer lab during the Student
Association presidential runoff Wednesday afternoon.

It’s late on a weeknight and
the smell of Italian spices and the
sounds of classical music are ﬁlling
the hallway outside of sophomore
Nicole Capp’s Ivory Tower room.
Capp, who is facing junior Marc
Abanto in the Student Association
presidential runoff this week, tries to
make her room like the home where
she grew up – 200 miles away from
Foggy Bottom in Brooklyn.
“I’m Italian, so my family cooks
all the time,” said Capp, who used to
cook with Thurston Hall’s one stove.
“I remember I made cauliﬂower and
macaroni at Thurston last year and
everyone in the dorm knew.”
Living with an Italian mother,
Marie Vincenza Rose Ballirano
Capp, and a Ukrainian father, William Capp, food and family were
essential parts of growing up, she
said.
“I had a great childhood,” said
Capp, who also has two half-brothers. “It is all about family. We have
dinner together every night.”
Capp attended public school and
was the ﬁrst in her family to go to
college. Her father is a retired union
worker and her mother worked her
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way up from a store clerk to the vice
president of a New York City insurance company, Capp said.
“I have two parents that love
me and work hard,” she said. “They
have instilled good values in me.”
In addition to good values, her
parents instilled a love for classical
music.
“Not many people appreciate
that I like classical music,” Capp
said. “It isn’t easy talking about Puccini or Bach instead of Tupac when
you are 14 or 15 years old.”
Capp said she wanted to study
for a career as a professional opera
singer, but GW was a “blessing in
disguise.”
“(Opera) is what I thought I
wanted to do with my life,” Capp
said. “I was going to go to a conservatory and get into the Metropolitan
Opera, but I decided to come to GW,
(instead).”
Although she was involved with
student government in high school,
Capp said she had no intentions of
pursuing a candidacy for SA president when she arrived at GW.
“I never thought this would
happen,” said Capp, who has served
as a senator for two years. “I never
See CAPP, p. 5
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Future Free Cuba?
Join in this discussion about
the future of Cuba after Fidel
Castro
9 to 10:30 a.m.
Marvin Center Amphitheater
Sponsored by the Conflict
Resolution Forum

Facebook/MySpace: How
Profiles Can Affect Jobs
This workshop will examine
privacy concerns and the
workplace stemming from
these popular social sites
4 to 5 p.m.
Marvin Center 302
Sponsored by the Career
Center

Spring Film Series: We Are
Marshall
Catch a free showing of
this blockbuster. Valid
GWorld required.
8 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom
Sponsored by Program
Board

SUNDAY
Hippothon 2007
Join in on this event featuring dancing, free food
and visits by children from
the Children’s National
Medical Center.
1 to 9 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom
Sponsored by GW Dance
Marathon

SANOTE
Candidates accumulate election
violations
The Joint Elections Committee doled out multiple penalties
Tuesday night to Student Association presidential candidates
Marc Abanto and Nicole Capp
and executive vice presidential
candidates Nick D’Addario and
Brand Kroeger.
The JEC gives penalties to
the candidates found violating
the group’s charter rules. If a
candidate obtains six violations,
that candidate is removed from

GREEKBRIEF
Alpha Delta Pi Celebrates 10th
anniversary on campus
The Alpha Delta Pi sorority
is gearing up to celebrate its 85th
year on campus and the 10-year
anniversary of the sorority’s recolonization.
The sorority’s Anniversary Celebration will take place
March 3 at the Hotel Washington. The celebration will include
a reception for approximately 40
alumnae from the sorority’s GW
chapter as well as current Alpha
Delta Pi members, according to
a press release.
The sorority will also host
an open house for alumnae Sunday morning, sponsored by the

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

HIGH 52 | LOW 46

HIGH 58 | LOW 41

HIGH 53 | LOW 41

FORECAST

the ballot.
Abanto and D’Addario both
received a penalty for a campaign
poster created by GW NORML,
a student drug reform advocacy
group that endorsed the two candidates, who are running together for the runoff election. The JEC
had not approved the poster.
In total, Abanto has three
penalties and D’Addario has two
penalties following this most recent violation.
Kroeger has three penalties
from the JEC. He obtained two
penalties for escorting students
into the Marvin Center and Law
School, which are outside of campaign boundaries.

Capp now has two violations after the JEC assessed two
penalties on Tuesday night. She
received one of her penalties for
sending an unsolicited e-mail,
which mentioned that she was
running for SA president among
other information, to members
of the GW student body. She received another for not discarding
Student Bar Association palm
cards, which promoted her candidacy, within the Law School
polling area.
Today is the last day of voting for the presidential and EVP
runoff elections. The polls close
at 9 p.m.
–Andrew Ramonas

chapter’s House Corporation,
at their townhouse located on
Townhouse Row.
International ofﬁcers of the
sorority will also be involved in
the weekend’s events, said junior Jacq Hackett, president of
Alpha Delta Pi.
The sorority’s original chapter of 15 women was founded on
campus on Feb. 24, 1922. Previously, Alpha Delta Pi was known
as a local D.C. sorority, Theta
Lambda Sigma. In the 1960s, the
sorority and other Greek-letter
chapters on campus closed “due
to political unrest,” according
to the chapter’s Web site. Alpha
Delta Pi returned to campus in
1996 with a new pledge class of
56 women. The chapter was ofﬁcially reinstated in 1997.
“The anniversary will be a

great way to bring together Alpha Delta Pi alumnae and collegiate members, to celebrate our
accomplishments and history of
strong sisterhood,” Hackett said
in a press release.
On March 25 Alpha Delta
Pi will host its annual spring
philanthropy event, the Lion
Share Challenge, a day of games
and activities for all Greek-letter chapters. Throughout the
following week, “Sisterhood
Week,” the chapter will “celebrate our chapter accomplishments and strength of our sisterhood,” Hackett said.
Other events taking place
that week include a movie night,
a community outreach free lemonade stand and Alpha Delta
Pi’s annual Scholarship Tea.
–Marissa Bialecki

ELECTIONRESULTS
The Joint Elections Committee released
the following ofﬁcial list of winners for
undergraduate and graduate races in
the Student Association, Marvin Center
Governing Board and Program Board
last week.
SA President
Marc Abanto (Student Union): 28.9
percent*
Nicole Capp: 26.1 percent
David “Tito” Wilkinson: 19.5
percent
Casey Pond: 13.6 percent
Michael Ray Huerta (Students for
Progress):10 percent
SA Executive Vice President

SUNDAY

FOUR DAY

Lizzie Wozobski – Campus News Editor (ewozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Jessica Calefati – Campus News Editor (jcalefati@gwhatchet.com)

CAMPUS
CALENDAR

THURSDAY

Brand Kroeger: 32.3 percent
Nick D’Addario (Student Union):
28.3 percent*
Andrew Cooper: 22.8 percent
Chris Rotella (Students for Progress): 10.3 percent
Elliot Bell-Krasner: 5 percent
(The top two vote-getters in the presidential and EVP electitons face a runoff,
concluding tonight at 9 p.m.)
U-At Large (All Student Union)
Kevin Kozlowski: 41.7 percent
Richard “Dick” Fowler: 38.8 percent
SEAS-U (One seat available)
Elﬁne Natalia Peterson Tjio*: 89.4
percent

CCAS-U (All Student Union)
OG Oyiborhoro : 16.4 percent
Nina Pedrad : 14.2 percent
Will Luton: 13.7 percent
Eric G. Woodard: 12.5 percent
Meghan Cassin: 12.1 percent
Eugene Beckley: 11.9 percent
SoB-U
Nathan Brill (Student Union): 24.1
percent
Matthew R. Cohen: 23.8 percent
ESIA-U (All Student Union)
Edward “Ted” O’Neil: 20.8 percent
Jessica Jacobson: 19.7 percent
Jasmine Gaskins: 19.1 percent

HIGH 42 | LOW 29

SNAPSHOT Dancin’ dolls

Ryder Haske/Hatchet photographer

Performers in SPADE, a student-run dance troupe,
practice in the Betts Marvin Theatre Wednesday night.

SPHHS-U
Isa Bacardi*: 100 percent

Corrections

MCGB-U
Vik Jayadeva*: 24.5 percent
Timothy Shea (Students for Progress): 24.1 percent
Mike Rossetti*: 24.1 percent
Michael Whitten*: 20.7 percent

In the article
“Student alleges
assault in Academic
Center”
(Feb. 26, p. 1) The
Hatchet erroneously
reported
that a UPD crime
alert was posted
the day after the
incident. It was
posted the day of
the incident. In the
same article, UPD
Chief
Dolores
Stafford’s name
was misspelled.

PB-Chair
Jay S. Kaplan (Student Union): 55.3 percent
PB-Executive Vice Chair
Kate Prescott (Students for Progress)

ONLINEEXTRA Graduate results
*Candidates who are supporting the Student
Union but are not ofﬁcial members of the slate
because of Joint Election Committee’s rule.

•
•
•
•

To be eligible for this study you must be:
Between 18–50 years old
In good health
HIV negative
At low risk for contracting HIV
Participants will receive compensation

MFA

Volunteers needed for a medical research
study of an investigational vaccine for the
prevention of HIV infection.

For more information call Aimee Desrosiers or Suzanne Schuck at: (202) 741-2230
The George Washington University Clinical Trials Unit 2150 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, D.C. 20037
The Clinical Trials Unit is conveniently located in the Ambulatory Care Center
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HILLEL
from p. 1
of the family members met with
Pope Benedict XVI in Rome earlier this month. They are also
planning to meet with the U.N.
Secretary General this week.
“We (would) like you to
write letters and sign petitions
to send to the U.N., your government and now to send to our
Prime Minister,” Miki Goldwasser, captured soldier Ehud Goldwasser’s mother said.
While the families talked
about the government support
they have received, including its
compliance with the U.N.-imposed ceaseﬁre, they said nothing is as important as bringing
the soldiers home.
“I thought the end of the war
could mean the beginning of negotiations,” said Goldwasser.
“It has been more than seven
months and we have no word,
no progress. So we are pushing
our government more,” Goldwasser said.
Both families told stories
about their children and siblings,
who they hope are now still alive.
Ehud Goldwasser is an environmental engineer who loves photography and is “crazy about”
motorbikes, his mother said.
Benny Regev, brother of captive soldier Eldad Regev, described his brother as a student
at a university in Israel who was
going into the army reserves for
what should have been three
weeks to serve his country.
The decision of the family members to come visit GW
happened on short notice. Last
Thursday, the families of the soldiers contacted the Student Alliance for Israel and requested to
speak to a college audience before
attending a Capitol Hill rally.
“So while this event happened pretty quickly with little
planning on the GW end, it was
a privilege to hear them speak
to us on such an important issue
not only facing Israel, but also
the world,” sophomore Scott
Leibowitz, President of Student
Alliance for Israel, the group
that help set up this event, wrote
in an e-mail.
A group of about 40 students
came to Hillel to talk with the
families.
“It was so important to people eight months ago,” sophomore Warren Kessler said, referring to the conﬂict between
Israel and Lebanon. “I just
wanted to come hear about it
ﬁrst hand.” n
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UPD ends Greek theft investigation
Townhouse
Row thieves
not found
by Marissa Bialecki
Hatchet Staff Writer
The University Police
Department ended its investigation into the 21 reported thefts that occurred in
Townhouse Row during winter break this week with no
answers to what happened.
UPD attempted to follow
all possible leads regarding
the thefts, but could not identify the thieves, according to

a statement released Tuesday
from UPD Chief Dolores
Stafford.
Four Greek-letter townhouses, Alpha Phi, Delta
Gamma, Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Sigma Phi Epsilon, had
property stolen from individual members’ rooms during winter break. The four townhouses
are located on 23rd Street and
between F and G streets.
UPD reports stated there
were no signs of forced entry
into the townhouse units and
that GWorld access records
and alarm activity examinations did not lead to any findings. Video from security cameras surrounding the townhouses was also reviewed and
contractors and housing staff
members were interviewed.

All of the townhouses require
a GWorld card for entry.
While some students
hoped to receive compensation for their stolen property,
students in University housing are not guaranteed reimbursement from GW.
S o p h o m o re
Kristen
Konopka, president of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, said it is
“shocking and scary” who
has access to the Townhouse
Row units. While a key is
needed to enter the unit from
the front door, the house
can be accessed by facilities,
housekeeping and other GW
staff members with a GWorld
card.
“Not only is it alarming
that the University has not
satisfied its role in protecting

the safety and well-being of all
members of GW’s Greek com-

“It is disappointing
that the women of
Delta Gamma were
not personally notiﬁed
that the investigation
had been concluded.”
EMILY O’NEILL

DELTA GAMMA PRESIDENT

munity,” said Delta Gamma
President Emily O’Neill said,

“but it is disappointing that
the women of Delta Gamma
were not personally notified
that the investigation had been
concluded and that women
who lost personal belongings
would not be reimbursed.”
Presidents from the three
sororities and one fraternity
said they did not know that
the investigation ended on
Wednesday night.
UPD said it is taking precautionary measures to ensure
a similar incident does not
occur in the future.
The University is “considering installing additional
physical security features,
such as additional video surveillance around Townhouse
Row,” according to the UPD
statement. n
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AS A COLLEGE GRAD , YOU
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*
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“He (Trachtenberg) pinched me on the cheek and told us he’d like one of
our posters. Then we were done.”
–Matthew Brokman, a Progressive Student Union ofﬁcer, who helped organize a protest of the GW
bookstore’s foreign labor outside Rice Hall, the location of the University president’s ofﬁce.

Gabriel Okolski – Opinions Editor (gokolski@gwhatchet.com)
Kyle Spector – Senior Opinions Editor (kspector@gwhatchet.com)

Beating the “buﬀ and blue” blues

editorial

THUMBS UP/
THUMBS DOWN
The Hatchet’s monthly wrap-up
of GW’s ups and downs.
Lady Colonials
After numerous seasons of playing
in the shadow of the men, GW’s
women’s basketball team has
established itself as a serious
contender in the NCAA tournament. If only more students
would take notice and help to
boost attendance at women’s games.
Housing auction
The annual continuation of
Martha’s Marathon, during
which students can bid on the
top housing picks, supports
the perception that students
with the most money get ahead
at GW. The event is philanthropic,
but planners should consider raising
money by offering a different incentive
that does not erode what is supposed to
be an equitable process.
Disability support
Disability
Support
Services
announced that they have been
assisting more students in need
over the past two years. This
office is helping a greater number of individuals achieve a
quality educational experience,
and will help establish GW as a friendly
school for disabled students.
Immobilized ambulance
Red tape is the only thing
standing in the way of EMeRG
using an ambulance that was
purchased by the University
Police Department last summer. In this case, GW’s protracted
bureaucratic process is hindering
potential benefits for student health and
well-being on campus.
Increased programming
GW TV has rebounded from an
unproductive fall semester with
fresh leadership, multiple regular shows and broadcasted special events. While the network’s
offering is still sparse, it represents an improvement for an
important University media outlet.
Police inaction
Greek-letter groups whose personal items
were stolen from Townhouse
Row over winter break have
complained about few leads
and little progress in the UPD
investigation. Slow progress
only reinforces questions about
the security in University housing
while students are away.
Dean search progress
After eight months without a
permanent leader, the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences
has selected five candidates to
assume the position of dean.
Members on the search committee should continue moving
quickly with the decision, selecting the
most-qualified individual to guide the
liberal arts college through the presidential transition.
False alerts
Multiple false fire alarms in
Mitchell Hall this month pose
a danger to students, who may
be more likely to ignore a real
fire alarm. This problem has
been common in older dorms in
the past, and GW should do everything in its power to ensure a properly
functioning fire warning system in all
on-campus housing.

Want your opinion
to be heard?
e-mail any columns,
letters or cartoons to
opinions@gwhatchet.com
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Ambiguous mascots and an amorphous campus hurt spirit

few weeks ago, I logged now, GW is not exactly the kind of
onto my e-mail account school that fosters legendary colonly to find a message lege school spirit. Sure, we manadvertising “Thurst-tees.” The e- age to make our fair share of noise
mail proudly proclaimed that this at the basketball games, but on a
year ’s freshman class
day-to-day basis, let’s just
has had the most EMeRG
say it’s not that hard for
DIANA
alcohol response cases
students to contain their
in the University’s hisenthusiasm.
KUGEL
tory. To commemorate
For starters, what
this momentous occaexactly is our mascot? Is it
CONTRIBUTING
EDITOR
sion, a group of young
George Washington, some
entrepreneurs produced
sort of generic colonial-era
these cleverly named T-shirts, pay- man or our unofficial hippo? Other
ing tribute to the location where colleges are able to unite behind a
most of the medical emergencies single symbol that promotes school
took place.
pride – our wide array of mascots
The glorification of excessive simply promotes confusion. Also,
drinking to the point of needing as was also pointed out to me by
medical attention aside, these T- several people, it’s kind of hard to
shirts bothered me on another level. get excited about being “buff and
The fact that there is an apparent blue.”
market for such apparel demonMaybe we could get away with
strates something rather sad – this these multiple mascots if there was
is what our sense of school spirit already a sense of camaraderie on
has come down to. While students campus. Unfortunately, this is not
at some other schools associate the the case. More often, we just seem
same amount of pride with their to be 20,000 young adults all clutchcollege’s name as they will experi- ing Starbucks cups while rushing
ence when their first child is born, around the same several city blocks.
GW students find the need to rally Perhaps that is actually the root of
behind messages such as “most the problem – we see ourselves as
EMeRGed class ever!”
part of a city, not of a campus.
However, as disheartening as
Again, that may not really be
this is, maybe all of the blame does entirely our fault. Just try and fignot fall with the students. As it is ure out where exactly the Foggy

Bottom campus starts and where
it ends. One of GW’s major selling
points is its prominent location in
the heart of D.C. However, we may
have done a bit too good of a job of
integrating GW into its urban surroundings. While students are very
well in-tune with what’s going on in
the city, the feeling of campus solidarity from a physical standpoint
leaves something to be desired.
It is understandable that it
would be hard for any college to
compete with such a vibrant city.
When students can identify themselves as citizens of the same city of
the president and powerful politicians, not to mention monuments
and cultural centers galore, why
would they want to primarily see
themselves as students at a school
that is only a very small part of a
very important city?
A possible remedy could be
to clearly identify what exactly
campus is. This includes statues,
banners, “Welcome to GW” signs
– anything that would make people
feel like they are entering an area
that is uniquely a college campus,
not just several more city blocks.
Other urban schools, like Columbia
University, manage to have a somewhat traditional campus even within an urban setting.
It can be argued that GW’s

Mount Vernon campus is the solution for those who crave brick
buildings surrounding a grassy
quad. However, it’s not so much
the construction of a “traditional
campus” that is necessary. Simply
being able to differentiate between
being on and off campus would be
a good start.
Actually, there is a chance that
we may already be heading in the
right direction. Rumor has it that the
new University president, Steven
Knapp, might be moving into the
Alumni House, which is located
right in the heart of campus. If true,
this would bring GW a step closer to
having that traditional campus feel,
and I sincerely hope that students
will be able to be respectful enough
to entice him to stay.
It would really be in the school’s
best interest to nurture a sense
of school spirit in its soon-to-be
alumni. People will be much more
likely to give back to a school to
which they still feel a strong tie,
rather than one that was simply a
place holder until they could enter
the workforce. We all want to be
able to look back with pride at our
years as Hippos ... I mean George
Washingtons ... I mean Colonials....
–The writer, a freshman majoring
in psychology, is Hatchet contributing
opinions editor.

Working for nothing

C

Many student internships just aren’t worth the credit

lassroom, campus, city – it’s practi- is Xerox papers and make coffee. Work duties
cally our school motto. Emblazoned can be especially frustrating when interning at
in promotional brochures, the words a larger organization, where salaried employees
urge us to take advantage of all that Washington, take care of most complex tasks that actually
D.C. has to offer.
require some mental activity.
For many students, this means parBy allowing students to gain credticipating in a for-credit internship
it
from
these types of internships,
STEVEN
through a school-sponsored service
GW is essentially detracting from the
learning program. However, as a recent
overall quality of our University’s
BLUM
graduate of this program, I would like
educational experience. Instead of
to let you in on a little secret you won’t
studying chapters from a textbook
hear from your adviser – it is hard to
or meeting regularly with profeslearn as much in an internship as you would sors, many interns simply pass the day away on
learn in a three-credit class.
Facebook or sorting through mail. Since internOur campus culture is obsessed with intern- ships are so time-consuming, many students
ships. Every day I am flooded with internship working one spend all night in Gelman Library
opportunities from the School of Media and around finals just to finish all the reading they
Public Affairs and the Career Center. People have yet to touch.
routinely drop names like Goldman Sachs and
For the bigwigs in Rice Hall, for-credit
The Washington Post into casual conversation internships are a pretty sweet deal. Students pay
about their internship experience. Internships $3,000 to the University, find their own internare a not only a symbol of status, like a Louis ships, work 10 to 20 hours a week and submit
Vuitton purse or a venti latte from Starbucks, an essay explaining what they’ve learned. The
but also a way to make a mark in the career University provides nothing, except for the
world.
paperwork and a single meeting with an overUnfortunately, the reality is that many whelmed adviser.
internships do very little to foster academic and
I am not proposing that GW should do away
personal growth, and they cannot replace what with internships completely or stop granting
is learned in a three-credit class. Since interns credit for them, but the University must estabare at the bottom of the corporate food chain, lish a system to ensure that internships are
many of their tasks are menial and some can be more intellectually stimulating. To do this, GW
soul-crushingly repetitive.
should foster more communication between our
It can be hard to learn very much about an academic programs and the organizations to
organization when all you are expected to do which interns provide mostly free labor.

In order to grant credit for the internship,
GW should thoroughly review the internship
posting and contact the applicable supervisor to
see what tasks an intern will be performing. If
the tasks are menial, GW should refuse to give
credit for the job.
Eventually, GW should establish a database of approved internship programs that can
be made available to students. This database
would include postings that teach interns about
company structure, assign tasks that go beyond
filing papers and facilitate check-ins on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. Of course, the specifics of
what these educational responsibilities entail
ultimately depend on the organization.
After their internship, interns’ essays should
be posted on the database, available to prospective student workers. These essays will provide an
invaluable service to the student body and ensure
that prospective interns have all the information
they need before they apply for a position.
While internships provide a unique opportunity at GW, students and administrators must
be careful to not overstate their importance.
Some of them can provide great networking
opportunities, but most of these jobs just can’t
intellectually compete with a good old-fashioned class.
Ultimately, those that provide opportunities
for growth should be catalouged, promoted and
rewarded with more GW interns. The rest are a
waste of our time.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring in
anthropology and journalism.

Bring Cinderella to GW

C

An undergraduate ball is just what this school needs

inderella had all the one is held at the end of the last
reasons for going to semester, and all student years are
University away from welcome. At our summer ball we
home: an evil stepmother, abusive have big performances by wellstepsisters and a rather unfair work- known artists, as well as different
load at home. If she had
DJs and artists that play
gone away to college, howanything from hip-hop to
ever, it wouldn’t have been STINE BAUER Britney Spears all night.
to GW. Besides her small
We also have a ball for
DAHLBERG each residence hall, and all
budget, the reason is pretty
simple – the girl needs her
the sports teams have one
COLUMNIST
ball, and she won’t find
together too.
one around here.
To have a major GW
GW is excellent at holding dance for all undergraduates, not
extra-curricular activities for those just seniors, at the end of the year
who enjoy hearing Tony Snow dis- would really add to everyone’s time
cuss politics or the chairman of a here. Sure, there is the Spring Fling
Senatorial committee debating tax and Fall Fest, but these are really just
reform. But when it comes down concerts and don’t quite have the
to a major social event, like a dance prestige of a big ball. Furthermore,
that brings the entire school togeth- they go on for the entire day, with
er, our school simply falls short.
students coming and going ranYour high school most likely had domly, and they tend to be more of
one, and quite often they are joyous an event for commercial interests
occasions. You get to dress up, hang than for the students.
out with your friends, dance, drink
Of course it is hard to compete
punch (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) with the buzzing nightlife of D.C.,
and look with amazement at how but one night a year for a special
great that girl or boy from your occasion is doable for most. The cue
biology lab looks when he or she lies in making it a really exceptional
takes a shower and gets out of event that accommodates everyone.
sweatpants.
If the ball becomes the only cool
My home University in Britain place to be that one night of the
has such events each year. The big year, then the event would fund
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itself from ticket sales, and GW’s
students and accountants would be
better off because of it.
Music for a dance must be varied so that it appeals to all tastes, a
characteristic that has been lacking
in some of the hip-hop performances put on in the past. Furthermore,
the location must be enchanting
– something grand with a number
of activities and events.
Of course the biggest hurdle
may be attracting seniors, who may
be more inclined to visit bars rather
than an event. For those who want
a drink, there should be a beer-tent
serving students of legal age. This
would provide the perfect chance
for freshmen to mix with seniors,
something that isn’t easy to do on a
normal Saturday night.
Having a black tie dress code is
essential to making the night unique,
and on a warm spring night, this
wouldn’t be a problem. Loads of
GW kids dressed up in pretty dresses and smart tuxedos for a purely
social function would be something
that few students would forget.
Everyone is aware that GW has
a reputation as a school without a
campus and without spirit. Its lack
of a defined geographical space is
tough to change, but the school
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spirit aspect is not. School spirit
comes from a give-and-take relationship, and GW cannot expect its
students to feel more pride in their
institution if they do not offer more
occasions where the entire school
can get together.
A well-organized dance where
all students can get a chance to
enjoy themselves could not only
make us feel more invested with the
University, but also help us get a
better reputation in the area where
many prospective students now see
us as lacking. It is not unusual for
schools to have these large social
occasions, and the fact that GW
doesn’t makes us look bad.
GW has shown that it wants
to make us feel more like college
students through various programming and events, but have clearly
overlooked an obvious solution. The
Program Board could expand its programming and, together with the
schools administrators, could arrange
an unforgettable spring dance.
And maybe one day, after all,
you will get the chance to sit next to
Cinderella studying on the fourth
floor in Gelman Library.
–The writer, a junior majoring
in international affairs, is a Hatchet
columnist.
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ABANTO
from p. 1

own ideas for the SA. If elected,
he would work to reform health
and safety inspection and create an internship database for
students. However, in order for
the SA to have a successful year,
Abanto said it is most important
that members cultivate a good
working relationship with the administration and maintain a positive outlook.

CAPP
from p. 1
thought I would do anything political.”
Capp said she originally applied for a freshman non-voting
senator seat last year because she
wanted to “help out.”
“I love taking a unique problem and ﬁnding a way to ﬁx it,”
Capp said.

CARTER
from p. 1
Apartheid. Nationally acclaimed
publications like the New Yorker
and the New Republic have
printed columns condemning
Carter, and 15 board members
of the nonprofit Carter Center
resigned in January because of
the book.
Gnehm said Carter’s staff
members told him that the former president wrote the book to
bring the Israeli-Palestinian conflict onto the national agenda.
“He wrote the recent book
because he wanted to start a
public debate about the peace
issue,” Gnehm said. “(T)here was
a strong reaction to that book,
and he has undertaken a series

RIDGE
from p. 1
“collaboration didn’t exist.”
While he criticized the state
of communication between first
responders, Ridge remained positive about the War in Iraq.
“I think we’re making a heck
of a lot of progress there,” he said,
referencing the successful elections
held in the country. The first elections were held in Iraq in January
2005.

“The ﬁrst thing I’d do after
winning is meet with senators
and talk to them about their ideas
and how we can form a collaborative effort,” Abanto said.
Abanto has served for two
years in the Senate, ﬁrst as a senator from the Columbian College
and then as a senator-at-large. As
a sophomore, he helped to install
the Colonial Coach service, offering free shuttle rides between GW
and Dulles Airport.
This year, Abanto served as
the Chairman of the Student Life
Committee, where he worked on

an off-campus housing guide that
he hopes to publish soon. Abanto
has been impressed by the SA’s
recent accomplishments and controversy-free atmosphere, which
he credits to the cooperation of all
those involved with the organization.
“I really can’t point to anything that the SA has lacked this
year,” he said. “I think that the SA
this past year has proved that if
you have the right students, you
can be successful. I hope we’ll
continue to with that formula to
achieve future success.” n

The three main pillars of
Capp’s platform include increasing the number “health(y) eating
options” and groceries stores that
use the GWorld card program,
the creation of a student support
center and an effective communication strategy to inform students about SA activities.
As a senator, Capp has held
several town hall meetings and
sends out regular e-mails to students about what is happening in
the SA and for Campaign GW, a

student group that advocates for
the city approval of GW’s development plan.
An economics major and organizational science minor in the
School of Business, Capp said
she is still just a normal student
and has not had “any earth-shattering experiences.”
“Staying grounded is my biggest achievement,” Capp said. “I
don’t get caught in the mix ... It
is easy to get lost in yourself at
GW.” n

of speeches ... to basically give a
chance for the public to continue
to talk about the issue.”
Rob Fishman, executive
director of GW Hillel, said that
while Carter has a right to speak
on campus, he does not agree
with the statesman’s perspective
on Israeli-Palestinian relations.
“Look at the (book’s) title. The
comparison of Israel to Apartheid
is an immediately inappropriate
allegation ... I truly believe that
Mr. Carter believes what he says,
and that’s what scares me a great
deal,” Fishman said.
The head of GW’s center for
Jewish campus life said he doesn’t
want to discourage Jewish students from attending, but rather
would welcome them to question
Carter during the discussion.
Schario said the University is
fully aware of the divisive nature

of Carter’s book, but hopes students will be courteous during
his visit.
“If people want to have a
contradictory or critical opinion, we welcome that,” Schario
said. “We hope they do that in a
respectful manner.”
She added that the president’s recent trips to Emory and
Brandeis universities were successful, even in spite of vocal
opposition. Additional security
may be needed, Schario said, if
those unhappy with the speech
get out of hand.
The final speaker in the
Middle East Policy Forum will be
Sallai Meridor, Israel’s ambassador to the United States, Gnehm
said. He will speak on campus
April 20. n
–Brandon Butler contributed to
this report.

He also expressed support for
maintaining troops on the ground
of the war-torn country.
“At the end of the day,” he
said, “you have to have boots on
the ground.”
Planning and preparedness
were two issues Ridge focused
heavily on during his time as secretary, and he said it became one
of his most frustrating experiences.
Reporting on the use of duct tape
and plastic sheeting to protect from
biological weapon attacks reached
the point of ridicule, he said.
“We let that story go on too

long,” he said. “I let it define us.”
Sesno presented Ridge with a
gift to celebrate the fourth birthday of the department. Inside
were colored Post-it notes, “monogrammed travel” Ziploc bags for
airport security and color-coded
duck tape in silver, blue, green
and red.
“Few have done as much for
duct tape as Tom Ridge,” Sesno
joked.
Ridge is now a senior adviser in state government practice
at Deloitte, a major consulting
firm. n
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Dear Mr. J. Parker,
Our express and most fervent desire that you relished your
ludicrously ﬁrst-rate, bang-up, sterling, keenly capital,
marvellous, tip-top date de naissance.
Love, the non-Oxford members of The Hatchet
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Black Snake moans the blues

n “Black Snake Moan,”
from director of “Hustle
and Flow,” delivers
by Andrew Siddons
Senior Staff Writer
Craig Brewer knows that it’s hard out
there for a pimp, or a film director. The
road leading up to 2005’s “Hustle & Flow,”
the film that catapulted him into the big
leagues, was not an easy one. When financial woes put the film in an uncertain
place and anxiety attacks overcame him,
he looked toward that old familiar place:
music.
Brewer’s relationship with music is
such that a new creative process is never
too far off. “It really begins with me riding
around in my car, or hanging out in my
house, and blaring music, and then these
images start coming to me,” he said.
The result this time was “Black Snake

Moan,” an over-the-top story (or, as Brewer
described it, a “southern fable”) about faith,
redemption, love and the blues, which
despite propensities for nymphomania
and profanity, deftly strikes the correct
emotional notes with characters that you
can legitimately care about.
Rae (Christina Ricci, “Monster”), is a
southern belle gone astray after a troubled
childhood. When her boyfriend Ronnie
(Justin Timberlake) leaves for the army, yet
another piece of her life falls out of place,
and she fills this void by having raunchy
sex with lots and lots of men-folk.
After a particularly debauched night,
Rae is found passed out in a ditch by
Lazarus, played by Samuel L. Jackson.
Lazarus is a kind man with a worn soul,
who clearly seeks to reform his own hardknock past, and by taking Rae into his
home Jackson brings his “good shepherd”
persona full circle from “Pulp Fiction” – it’s
Ezekiel 25:17 truly personified.
When Rae eventually comes to, she’s
impossible to control, so Lazarus does

BARbelle

what any God-fearing man might do, and
chains her to his radiator. It’s, um, a little
weird, but then again, so is the fact that
Rae mounts just about anything with a Ychromosome. You live with it, as Lazarus
learns to live with this wild-child, and with
a little help from his guitar, slowly comes to
terms with his recent divorce and the new
child-like figure in his life.
The title refers to the powerful wail
of Lazarus’ guitar and his heavy hearted
voice, the sound of both recalling the torment of love and loss. It’s powerful stuff.
The first time Lazarus plays for Rae, in the
midst of a thunderstorm, you understand
what “lighting in a bottle” really means.
“Black Snake Moan” is bookended
by footage of legendary bluesman Son
House, and you can be sure that Brewer’s a
disciple. In an interview with The Hatchet,
Brewer was able to wax poetic about blues,
and the artists who found an outlet in it as
he did. “You have bluesmen in the delta …
See BLACK SNAKE, p. 7

Courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Justin Timberlake and Christina Ricci embrace in the new movie “Black
Snake Moan,” which also stars Samuel L. Jackson.

One Man
Band
live

Bush-whackers

Solly’s U Street Tavern
1942 11th St. N.W.

“I don’t really like the place,” our friend
told us as we walked down U Street toward
our destination. “I was really sick last time I
was there, so all I could drink was water. And
my back hurt from standing the whole time.”
When we reminded him that this experience
had nothing to do with the bar itself, he
replied, “I just thought I should warn you. A
bad time – it could happen to anyone.”
But when we reached Solly’s, a tavern on
the corner of 11th and U, the place seemed
promisingly pleasant. From the minute you
walk in, the red-walled two-story with a
bar on each level has a comfortably familiar
neighborhood-bar vibe. Stay downstairs at
the L-shaped bar for mingling or drinking
at a small table tucked close to the windows
facing U Street’s parade of drunken pedestrians; head upstairs for a larger space with
long tables and an Internet jukebox. The
upstairs/downstairs divide was palpable:
the second floor held large groups of friends
hanging out over a couple drinks or watching the HD TVs scattered high against the
walls; downstairs, singletons (or as my friend
speculated, “guys who have girlfriends looking to pick up another one”) staked out the
low-lit bar.
We bought a few $3 PBR’s and headed
upstairs, where Bowie and Blondie flowed
from the jukebox and the lighting was a bit
brighter. The bartender was friendly but
pretty strict on ID’s – no picking up an extra
drink to bring to another friend, underage
or otherwise. With all tables full, we pulled
some chairs into a circle onto a low stage in
the back – which hosts free, no-name local
shows some weekends – as the rest of the bar
peered briefly over their drinks with mild
disapproval. You get the sense that nothing
too crazy has ever really happened at this
bar.
Solly’s – not to be confused with the
packed and popular Polly’s on U and 13th
– is relatively new, with a year-and-a-half of
business under its belt. It’s clear Solly’s is still
getting its legs – the larger upstairs space is
closed Monday through Thursday, and on
a Saturday night, the bar was less packed
than most U Street drinking spots. In a sense,
Solly’s youth makes it a refreshing change
from other bars in the area – there’s no waiting for drinks or bathrooms, seats aren’t too
hard to find, and the likelihood of stepping
in any vomit is surprisingly low.
It’s true – nothing really crazy happened.
We drank our drinks, talked some, took a
spin on the jukebox. After a while, one of my
coworkers showed up. He’s not very crazy
either. But stepping outside Solly’s reminds
you what you didn’t miss about the rest of
closing-time U Street: kids pissing in alleys,
cars blasting techno, men asking my friends
if they could “harass you girls for a minute”
or stopping dead in their tracks to scream,
“that girl’s wearing pigtails!” in my general
direction. Sometimes, a nice quiet drink is all
you need.
But consider yourself warned. A mildly interesting time – it could happen to
anyone. n

AN ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE
CASH-STRAPPED COLLEGE STUDENT

$5 - $10 - $20

Bar Belle Rating

by Jake DiGregorio
Hatchet Staff Writer

Courtesy of Sub Pop
Kathy Foster, Hutch Harris , Lorin Coleman and Joel Burrows of The Thermals gear up to play at the Black
Cat, 1811 14th St N.W. with The Big Sleep and Statehood on Friday.

The Thermals to play Black Cat Friday night
by Juliet Moser
Senior Staff Writer
Though “An Inconvenient Truth” won both
Most Thoroughly Depressing Movie (best documentary) and Least Terrible Song From a Movie
(best original song) during this year’s Academy
Awards, anti-Bushites still seek a unifying rallying cry. With the Thermals latest offering, “The
Body, The Blood, The Machine” (Sub Pop 2006),
imaginations are fired and hackles raised.
Like a less-corporate Green Day, the
Thermals confront the current political situation head on, resulting in a gritty, raucous and
angsty record – but in a post-1990s way, not
so much “I hate Dad” as “Dear Lord, the Bush
administration is running this country into the
ground. We’re going to have to rock ourselves
back into consciousness.”
For only two people, the Thermals make
an awful lot of pretty noise. Hutch Harris and
Kathy Foster co-wrote last year’s record as a
reaction to the more folk-oriented work that
the two had been collaborating on for approximately 10 years.
Harris and Foster wrote their latest record
together, finding “a new groove after losing our
original drummer…[It was] really comfortable,
really fun” Foster enthuses. (Initial Thermals
member Jordan Hudson departed in 2005 and
has been replaced by Caitlin Love.) When asked
to compare the Thermals to earlier work with
Harris, Foster stated “It’s louder and faster.”
And then she breaks into giggles. “We both
record on 4-tracks,” she clarifies; so past work
resulted in “folk kinda pop…sort of lo-fi, quick
ideas.”
The Thermals are “a reaction to what we
were doing before. It just turned out that we
loved these quick fast songs demos and we
went with that.”
Though “The Body, the Blood, the Machine”
may sound (and look, with a black-barred Jesus
presiding over a mountain of old kitchen appliances on the cover) like an obscene gesture to

If you have

$5

Pocket it and learn how to make a
movie. Tonight at 7, you can go to
Funger Hall to attend a panel discussion, “Film Your Issue,” where
you can learn about an international competition that invites young
people to create digital shorts about
issues that are relevant to them.
Following the discussion, there will
be a free screening of “Children of
Men.” n

If you have

the President, Foster disagrees, saying “We
don’t even really consider ourselves that political as a band.” This past record is just “kinda a
reflection of the times,” she insisted, calling the
album a “paranoid fantasy” about how bad life
could get if evangelicals sautéed our brains for
dinner.
Instead, Foster locates her politics in the
do-it-yourself aesthetic within the band: “Those
are our politics – just being in charge of our own
thing and not wanting our music to be used for
advertising or selling products. We make music
because we love to do it and we want to make
music that we love to listen to and play and
that’s why we’re doing it.”
Obviously, fans are reacting well. Recently
Foster tasted the Thermal’s growing popularity,
playing on Carson Daily’s talk show and having a video on MTV-U. 2007 is a banner year
for the Thermals – it will be the first tour Harris
and Foster will travel with a “sound guy,” a
new lineup to play with live and the first time
someone else planned the tour. “We’ve always
booked our own tours and done everything
ourselves,” Foster said. More overwhelming
than having to employ more people, though,
is an upcoming gig at the legendary New York
venue the Bowery Ballroom: “We were like,
whhhaaaat?”
As for playing in D.C., Foster is looking forward to playing at the Black Cat (“I’m so excited
to play there”). Foster and Harris have played at
the 9:30 Club before, opening for other groups,
as well as other small venues in Washington.
But what fuels her rock solid bass lines besides
creative energy? Her post-show plan include
going to the legendary U Street eatery Ben’s
Chili Bowl.
“Ben’s, yeah! I love that place.” n
The Thermals will play the Black Cat tomorrow night on the Mainstage ($12). Doors open at 9
p.m.; Big Sleep and Statehood open. The Black Cat is
located at 1811 14th St. N.W.; closest metro stop is
U Street/Cardozo on the Green line. Rock on.

$10

Get to U Street for dance party fun
tonight. DC9 is hosting the first of a
monthly series called Crowd Control,
where you can shake it to local products hardcore, go-go and Baltimore
club music, as well as more familiar
hip-hop, dancehall and electro. Local
rapper Wale will make an appearance, and the event is being organized
partly by GW alum Ris Richards. The
event is 21+, and entry is only $6. n

If you have

Have you ever heard that one guy … oh …
what’s his name? Well, with Mike Silverman,
That1Guy is hard to forget. Now, the classical musician turned inventor has turned the
world of bass on its ear with his quirky instrument, as he storms into town in support of his
new live DVD, “Live in the Land of Oz.”
Silverman, or as he is better known,
That1Guy, began his musical career in the classical realm, studying upright bass at the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music. But as he
put it, “on the path to respectable mainstream
success, something went fanatically wrong.”
Silverman began to experiment with physics in relation to instrumentation, and soon
enough, “The Magic Pipe” was born. The
contraption is made out of seven feet of galvanized steel, bass strings, magnetic pickups, an
old Appalachian handsaw and an electric cowboy boot. Sound bizarre? Just watch him play
it. You really do have to see it to believe it.
“It makes way more sense when you see
it,” Silverman said. “When I first started booking my own tours, people wouldn’t really get it
… It completely catches people by surprise.”
Since then, That1Guy has amassed a cult
following, touring behind perhaps one of the
best-titled albums of all time, his 2003 debut
“Songs in the Key of Beotch.” While the album
is as intriguing as can be, it leaves the listener
with something to be desired. And that something is seeing exactly what the hell kind of
instrument is making these sounds. Quite
honestly, his style and his music are beyond
description.
A That1Guy show is truly an event. His
music, as well as his showmanship, is purely astonishing. For anyone who prides him
or herself on listening to bizarre, intriguing
music to one-up your friends, you’ve hit the
jackpot. It’s pretty much a guarantee that no
one else in the world is even doing anything
remotely like this.
“I’ve always wanted to have my own
voice, my own style,” Silverman said. “I’m
really happy having my own sound, own
instrument, own approach.”
If you’ve ever wondered what would happen if Les Claypool, Yo-Yo Ma, Tim “the
Toolman” Taylor, Frank Zappa and Dr. Seuss
had a child, That1Guy just might be your guy.
That1Guy is playing at Jammin’ Java in
Vienna on Thursday March 1st at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10. n

ONLINE at
GWHATCHET.COM
nBéla Fleck
nVagina Monologues
nComedy at Arlington Draft
House
...and more

$20

Borrow $6, and go to the opening
night of the DC Independent Film
Festival tonight at UDC at 4200
Connecticut Ave, N.W. Show up
at 6 for pre-reception cocktails and
hors d’oeuvres, attend the opening
ceremony and tribute to Academy
Award Winning producer John
Daly (“Platoon,” “The Last Emperor,” “Terminator”) at 7 and get dessert at 9. n

by Jeﬀrey
Parker
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this month in live music
by Nicole Cairns
Senior Staff Writer
It may not seem like it, but spring is upon us. And with the
warm weather approaching, many great bands are coming out
of hibernation to descend upon D.C. in their tours this month.
Tomorrow night (March 2), GW’s own Jukebox the Ghost
will perform at Potter’s House in Columbia Heights in order
to warm up for their show the following night at the famous
New York City independent club/restaurant Piano’s. On March
9, Chuck Brown, the Godfather of Go-Go, will support The
Roots when their headlining tour hits D.C. Other D.C. locals
The Dance Party will join up with Death By Sexy on March 24
at DC9. Finally, Ted Leo will perform a show sure to sell out at
the 9:30 Club on March 29 just a few days after his new album
Living with the Living – his first in three years – hits stores.
This weekend, Brooklyn invades the Black Cat. Friday,
loud rockers The Big Sleep will hit the main stage supporting
Oregonian punk rockers The Thermals. On Saturday, Asobi
Seksu will open for The Ataris, bringing light indie pop to
the Black Cat. Last year, the band was one of many to bring
Brooklyn indie music to the masses with their album Citrus.
Finally, Grizzly Bear close out the weekend at the Back Cat
Sunday night.
Although most of the best shows in March will be at South
By Southwest music festival in Austin, Texas, a few great tours
will make stops in the District during Spring Break. New rock
supergroup The Good, The Bad, and The Queen will continue
their first U.S. tour playing at 9:30 Club on March 14. The band
features some of the greatest British musicians from the past
few decades including Damon Albarn of Blur and The Gorillaz,
Tony Allen of Fela Kuti, Paul Simonon of The Clash, and Simon
Tong of The Verve. Their first album, produced by Danger
Mouse, was released in January to critical acclaim and worldwide celebrity. Also, The Danish alt-rock duo the Raveonettes
will play the Rock and Roll Hotel on March 16.
Indie songstress Maura Davis, formerly of Richmond band
Denali, will bring her latest band Ambulette to the Rock and
Roll Hotel on March 18 to support their first full-length album
being released later this spring.
On March 23, The Walkmen will play the Rock and Roll
Hotel. With their single “Louisiana,” The Walkmen had become
one of the most talked-about bands last summer.
Delaware indie-pop band The Spinto Band (named after
one of the members’ grandfathers) will bring their eclectic nerdrock to their first D.C. headlining show on March 22 at the Black
Cat. On the 24th, dirty garage rockers The Black Lips will bring
their notorious stage antics (vomiting and urinating on audience members doesn’t bother these guys) to the Cat when they
support The Ponys. Despite the on-stage antics, the Lips’ melding of punk, soul and garage rock makes this show a must-see
(just stand in the back). If you’re too afraid of the live show, the
band is prepping their latest album to be released this summer.
Finally, Detroit rockers and Black Cat regulars Electric 6 will
close out the month playing at the Cat on March 31. n

BLACK SNAKE
from p. 6

articulating their fears and their
lust by repeating it over and over
again and singin’ it and yellin’ it
and sweatin’ it – there’s something
that oddly empowers you, where

some of these fears have control
over you – and by merely singing about them you gain control
again.”
What connects Brewer to
his movies and characters, and
his movies to each other, is the
empowering nature of the music
we’re listening to. “Blues and rap
are like two clenched fists together

CONCERTCALENDAR
March 2 – Jukebox the Ghost,
Potter’s House, $10
March 3 – Asobi Seksu, Black
Cat, $15
March 4 – Grizzly Bear, Black
Cat, $10
March 9 – The Roots, Chuck
Brown & Lupe Fiasco, D.A.R.
Constitution Hall, $45-50
March 14 – The Good, the Bad,
& the Queen, 9:30 Club, $25
March 16 – The Raveonettes,
The Rock and Roll Hotel, $13
March 18 – Ambulette, The
Rock and Roll Hotel, $10
March 22 – The Spinto Band,
The Black Cat, $10
March 23 – The Walkmen, The
Rock and Roll Hotel, $15
March 24 – The Black Lips,
The Black Cat, $10
March 24 – Death By Sexy and
The Dance Party, DC, $9
March 29 – Ted Leo & the
Pharmacists, 9:30 Club, $15
March 31 – Electric 6, Black
Cat, $13

… African-American culture has
kind of abandoned blues – but I
think that’s because they found it in
hip-hop and they found it in rap.”
Brewer’s next film ought to be
a nice addition to the family. It’s
about a tough southern singer who
puts the “cunt back in country.”
Brewer says it’ll be “just as crunk as
‘Hustle.’” We can only hope. n
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Group holds labor rally
Student activists
say GW clothing
from sweatshops
by Alexa Millinger
Hatchet Staff Writer

A group of students held a
protest Wendesday to convince
administrators to re-evaluate
the foreign suppliers they use
to produce University apparel.
Activists of the Progressive
Student Union say that at least
16 of the factories on GW’s
list of merchandise suppliers
are sweatshops. According to
Follett Higher Education, the
company that manages the GW
Bookstore and its products,
a group called Global Social
Compliance monitors its factories for appropriate conditions.
The PSU believes that the
Global Social Compliance

is acting corruptly due to its
financial ties with Follett and
that an independent third-party
should be used. The union held
a “teach-in” Monday night in
the Marvin Center to educate
students about the implications
of sweatshop use and organized
a protest Wednesday morning
outside Rice Hall to pressure
the University to stop supporting unfair labor practices.
PSU
officer
Matthew
Brokman said his members
are demanding that GW sign
on to the Worker ’s Rights
Consortium, an independent
labor-rights organization that
monitors factories’ conditions. The group includes D.C.
schools, such as Georgetown
and American universities and
the University of Maryland,
among more than 150 others
nationwide.
The union is also pushing
the University to join a branch
of the consortium called the
Designated Suppliers Program,

which would ensure all the
factories supplying to the
University are not sweatshops.
On Wednesday morning,
about 15 students marched from
Kogan Plaza around campus to
Rice Hall, where they passed
out palm cards and solicited
petition signatures.
“The focus of what we did
was we strung together all of
the GW apparel we owned
to show how little pride we
have in how these clothes were
made,” Brokman said.
He said they planned to end
the protest by dropping off a
letter for University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg. The
union plans to submit a letter of demands every day until
administrators take action.
Before
the
students
could drop off their letter,
Trachtenberg came outside to
greet the protesters.
“He pinched me on the
See SWEATSHOP, p. 12

CRIMELOG
Disorderly Conduct
2/25/07 – The Vern Express
Shuttle Bus – 2:53 a.m.
– case closed
A GW student and a male unafﬁliated with the University got into
a verbal argument on the Vern Express shuttle bus. The male subject
alleged he was cursing at no one in
particular. His swearing prompted
the verbal argument with the student, and the unafﬁliated male was
barred from campus.
–Subject barred from campus
Drug Law Violation
2/25/07 – Thurston Hall
– 11:26 p.m. – case closed
University Police Department ofﬁcers responded to a noise complaint and contacted the community director. The community
director conducted an administrative search, ﬁnding paraphernalia
and less than a gram of marijuana.
Alcohol was also found, and all six
people involved were underage.

News
–Subjects barred from campus
2/25/07 – Thurston Hall
– 1:13 a.m. – case closed
UPD was on a routine patrol and
smelled marijuana emanating
from a room. The community
director was contacted and conducted an administrative search,
ﬁnding 3.5 grams of marijuana
and paraphernalia.
–Referred to Student Judicial
Services
2/23/07 – Aston Hall – 5:23
a.m. – case closed
UPD ofﬁcers were on patrol and
smelled marijuana. They contacted the community director,
who conducted an administrative
search of the room. Ofﬁcers conﬁscated 4.6 grams of marijuana
and paraphernalia, such as a pipe
and pipe ﬁlters, from the residence
occupied by two male students.
–Referred to SJS
Liquor Law Violation
2/24/07 – West End – 12:50
a.m. – case closed
UPD responded to a noise com-

plaint, and found 24 people in the
indicated room. The individuals
were having a party, and the alcohol was disposed of on-scene.
There were ﬁve unafﬁliated persons, and they were subsequently
barred from campus.
–Subjects barred from campus
2/24/07 – Potomac House
– 12:42 a.m. – case closed
UPD responded to a report of a
male individual carrying an open
can of beer in the lobby of Thurston. The alcohol was disposed.
The male subject did not require
medical attention.
–Referred to SJS
2/23/07 – Thurston Hall
– 12:35 a.m. – case closed
UPD ofﬁcers were on a routine patrol
when they heard a loud noise. The
occupants of the room were having
a party with 10 people. All the alcohol was disposed on-scene, and
the ofﬁcer assessed the medical
condition of all participants. No one
required medical attention.
–Referred to SJS
–compiled by Ashley Roberts
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CLASSIFIEDS

Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

245 - RENT DC

270 - SUBLETS OFFERED

GREAT HOUSE in Shaw/Logan Circle:
1503 Marion St., NW. Three Bedrooms
(two large, one small), two baths. Two
blocks from subway. Walk to downtown,
Convention Center, Verizon Center, Dupont Circle, U St. Grogecy store and new
rec. center one block away. Available
April 1. $2500 per month. Call Bernard at
202.251.1975

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

665 - PART TIME

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
ﬁnancial adviser at UBS Financial Services. Call Bill Flanigan, vice-president,
301-718-5036.

SERVER’S WANTED: No experience
needed. Excellent earnings. All shifts
open. Weíre Harryís located in the Harrington Hotel 11th & E St, NW DC, 1 block
from Metro Center. We are the Cheerís of
NW with a large patio for outside dining.
Apply in person any day. Ask for Chuck
Miller

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Customer Support Intern
Alarm.com ñ Tech company in Tysons
Corner seeks current and graduating students for summer internships beginning
April/May. Strong communication, problem solving and teamwork skills required.
Fun & fast-paced. $12+/hour. E-mail:
careers@alarm.com.

515 - GENERAL

ONE BEDROOM APT. in Shaw/Logan
Circle St., NW. Walk to downtown, Convention Center, Verizon Center, Dupont
Circle, U St. Two blocks from subway.
Grocery store and new rec. center one
block away. Available April 1. $1000 per
month. Call Bernard at 202.251.1975.

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www. AdDriveTeam.com.

665 - PART TIME

615 - FULL TIME

246 - RENT METRO

PET LOVERS WANTED

N. BETHESDA 2BR$1600 including
Utilities, TwoParking, CableTV, GrosvernorMetro
Cell:202-270-2262/202-4734396Davidk@proplocate.com

EGG DONATION Now interviewing applicants to be egg donors for medical proceedings $5000.00 + expenses www.surrogacy-solutions.com 1-800-277-4004 or
301-421-0085 Shrybman Law Ofﬁces, P.

DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATOR Are you
currently an education or psychology major? Have you recently graduated but not
found the perfect job? Position available
working with children with learning style
differences. Training available on site in
our developmental approach. Position
can be full or part-time, with our center
being open Monday through Saturday 8
- 8. Over 20 years in operation. Foggy
Bottom location. Fax or e-mail resume:
202-862-4988 or Vision.development.
center@gmail.com

DUPONT FULL 1 BD CONDO GEM
Throwing money away? Own for less
than rent! $299,500 (as low as $1500 in
total monthly payment). Open house every Sunday from 1p-5p. Perfect location!
5 minute walk from Dupont Circle and
Foggy Bottom Metro stations and GWU
in upscale, beautiful neighborhood. Roof
deck pool for parties & sunning. Spacious
layout, stainless steel appliances, plenty
of closet space in a newly renovated, pet
friendly building. Please contact Julie to
visit at 202-365-3506. 1260 21st St, NW,
#107.

These materials have been produced by Jennifer Mosley, an Arbonne
Independent Consultant, and are not ofﬁcial materials prepared or
provided by Arbonne International LLC.

KSTREET LOUNGE SERVER

SERVERS AND HOSTS NEEDED Elephant and Castle Pub and Restaurant is
hiring. Located in the heart of downtown,
blocks from the White House and minutes from the Capitol, we have become
a favorite hang out for area professionals. High volume, huge patio & fun atmosphere make it a great place to work.
Currently we are seeking SERVERS &
HOSTS 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20004 Tel: 202-3477707 1 block from Metro Center

ART MUSEUM GALLERY GUARD
National Museum of Women in the Arts
seeks part time gallery guards for 9am to
5pm shifts M-Sa and 12pm to 5pm Su.
For full job description and other available postions go to www.nmwa.org. Send
cover letter and resume to HR@nmwa.
org EOE

ASSISTANT TO
FINANCIAL PLANNER

CONDO FOR SALE Why rent when you
can own! Great Investement- 1br. 1bt.
in FogBtm near G-town New hardwood
ﬂoors. pvt. patio. cnt. air. 1 garage space
$384,500 cell: 973-224-1254
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675 - SUMMER JOBS

Bottle server needed at kstreet lounge. Earn up to
$500 a night at the hottest venue in the city. Send
resume and photo to info@kstreetdc.com.

PROMOTIONAL MODELS $20-$30
HR

Excellent entry-level opportunity with potential to advance in responsibility as you
learn. Small Bethesda ﬁrm. Competitive
salary and beneﬁts. Interview now, begin
after graduation. Fax resume 301-6524072.

http://www.
smartissexy
sexy.
myarbonne.com
Smart is sexy.
Be smart about caring for your skin.
Choose Arbonne®.

FRONT DESK PERSON needed at DC
Condominium building near Dupont Circle
Metro. Weekday, evening and weekend
shifts available. Must be personable and
have some customer service experience.
Please fax resume to (202) 387-1989 or
websterhousecondo@comcast.net.

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

Capital Petsitters, LLC is hiring full time
mid-day dogwalkers in Washington, Arlington, McLean and Falls Church. If you
LOVE pets, want a ﬂexible job and a terrific income, contact info@capitalpetsitters.
com Applicants must have a reliable car
and be willing to commit to petsitting for
at least 6 months. 703-442-0403

255 - SALE DC

ART MUSEUM RETAIL ASSOCIATE
National Museum of Women in the Arts
seeks a part time sales associate for the
Museum Shop. Candidate must be ﬂexible and willing to work approximately 20
hours per week, including most weekends. For full job description and other
available positions go to www.nmwa.org.
Email cover letter, resume and salary requirements to HR@nmwa.org. EOE

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.
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SUMMER BABYSITTER NEEDED to
watch 2 girls under 10 years for a fun
summer. Activities: tennis, swimming,
zoo, art, songs and dance. Must have
own transportation and references. In Alexandria - 202 473 0174

Spring Ahead Inc., an event marketing agency, is
looking for beautiful female promotional models
(21+) to work in the DC Metro area in bars,
restaurants, and liquor stores. To apply please email
stafﬁng@springaheadinc.com with a photo and any
relevant work experience with GW Promo Model in
the subject line. www.springaheadinc.com
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Healthy Volunteers Needed for Child
& Adolescent Mental Health Research
You may be eligible if you are:
• Between the ages of 10-17
• Medically healthy
• Free of current or past history of psychiatric illness
• Free of a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness
• Not currently taking any medication
Researchers at the NIMH are seeking healthy child and
adolescent volunteers to participate in studies on mood and
anxiety disorders. Participation in these studies may include a
physical exam, lab work, brain imaging, and/or psychological
interviews. The studies are conducted at the NIH Clinical
Center in Bethesda, Maryland.
Compensation is provided.

301-594-8705

Please call:

(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)

http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov

or forThe
other
www.clinicaltrials.gov
The
Newstudies:
York Times
Times
Syndication Sales
Sales Corporation
Corporation
New
York
Syndication

609 Greenwich
Greenwich Street,
Street, New
New York,
York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10014
10014
609
For Information
Information Call:
Call: 1-800-972-3550
1-800-972-3550
For

National Institute of Mental Health
ForRelease
ReleaseTuesday,
Thursday,
March 1,
For
February
27,2007
2007

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services
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65 Chimes
Huge holes
67
player
68 Bogartʼs “Key

DOWN
___”
1 Palmist,
Layers e.g.
69
2 Service ___
3 Rect.
divider
DOWN
4
Hook
up
1 Samuel of the
Court
5 Supreme
Theyʼve got
brains
2 Nobel-winning
6 poet
Anthem
Nelly
contraction
3 Baby bird?
7 Suffix with spy
4 Musical
8 liabilities
Response to a
discouraging
5 Nordic
gear
comment
6
Collections
of
9 Swallow
points in math
10 End of a line in
7 Come
up
kindergarten
118 Gender-bending
Matter for
Streisand
film
government
approval
9 Wise
old heads
12 Pale
Coward
of note
10
lager
13 “___
One of
a
11
takers?”
historical trio
12 Robert of
14 “Quincy”
Ron Howard
media satire
13 “S.N.L.”
18 Offshore
announcer
23 Pardo
Mrs.
Shakespeare
21 Bardʼs before
25 Chain with
22 Mature
many links
25
26 Actor
Give aMilo
signal to
26
sounds
27 Surf
Option
for a
H.S. dropout
27 Blue-book
filler
28 Attention-getter
Compensate
29
29 “Te
Fix ___” (hymn)
30
30 Melee
___ chic
32
31 Crude group
33 Steve the late
32 Crocodile
Rural skyline
sight
Hunter
36 Prefix
Exactswith
34
satisfaction for
-plasm

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5

15
14

26
32
33

22

23

28

29

35
39

36

40
42

27
30

37
40

50

51

52

59
59

60

61

44

45

48

49

50

56

53
60

Puzzle by
by Dave
Randolph
Ross
Puzzle
Mackey

37

38

38

39

13
12

14
13
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25

26

27

31

28

29

30

34
41

46
47

46
51
54
57

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.

42

47

49

52

53

54

55

58

55

56

57

58

61

63

65

63

66

68

65

69

Joined (up)
Wrestling
locale
Sort of
Hearing-related
Flag
Persona non
Chief justice
___
before Hughes
Hate
Biblical
preposition
Home
on high
Hindu hero
Conclusively
Stiff hair
show

���������
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21

44

62

37 Singer
One of DiFranco
the
45
36
47
Scraggs in “Liʼl 46
37 Lashed
49
Abner” (up)
47
38 Stockings
Not the party
50
50
type?: Abbr.
40 Sonata
ending,
39 often
N.F.L. coach
51
51
Jim
43 ___ Mann of
53
41 1960ʼs
Truth ___
pop
52
44 Pizza
Like beds,
again 54
44
slices,
54
and again
usually

12
11

25

41

43
45

����������com

0118
No. 0116

19
22

36

11
10
16

24
24

43

48

10

18

33
35

34

9
9

20

21

23

64
67

7

8
8
16

18

19
20

62
64

7
6

15

17
17

31
32

6
5

56 Perfume
___ point
55

(embroidery
compound
stitch)
57 Sounded a bell
57 Musically
58 Margarine
together
58 Sluggerʼs
Contractorsʼ
59
target
figs.
60 Ransom Oldsʼs
60 middle
Fink name
61
One whoʼs
61 Seemingly
coming out
forever

For answers,
answers, call
call 1-900-285-5656,
1-900-285-5656, $1.20
$1.20 a
a minute;
minute; or,
or, with
with a
a
For
credit card,
card, 1-800-814-5554.
1-800-814-5554.
credit
Annual subscriptions
subscriptions are
are available
available for
for the
the best
best of
of Sunday
Sunday
Annual
crosswords from
from the
the last
last 50
50 years:
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
1-888-7-ACROSS.
crosswords
Online subscriptions:
subscriptions: Today's
Today's puzzle
puzzle and
and more
more than
than 2,000
2,000
Online
past puzzles,
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95
($34.95 a
a year).
year).
past
Share tips:
tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum.
nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young
Share
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
solvers:
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Private Tutoring
Small Group Tutoring
Online
Classroom

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not afﬁliated with The Princeton
Review. The Princeton Review and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton
Review, Inc., which is not afﬁliated with Princeton University.
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News

University will not follow suit in Wikipedia ban

Middlebury
College bans site
in History Dept.
by Harald Olsen
Hatchet Staff Writer

After one of the top liberalarts colleges in the country decided to ban Wikipedia from history
research citations, GW isn’t planning on following suit.
History
professors
at
Middlebury College, a liberal-arts
school in Vermont, unanimously
voted in January to prohibit students from using the online encyclopedia for anything more than
background research. GW History
Department Chairman Tyler
Anbinder said such drastic action
is not likely at GW. Wikipedia is a
free encyclopedia on the Internet

that any user can update or edit.
“I sincerely doubt the GW
History Department will be making a rule like (Middlebury’s),
because the assignments that our
faculty members give don’t really
lend themselves to much use of
Wikipedia,” Anbinder said.
The department chair and professor said he requires his students
to use primary sources from the era
they are studying, which means
Wikipedia use is never allowed.
Anbinder said students aren’t
the only ones lazily using the site.
Some professors rely too much on
Wikipedia for lectures, he said.
“It can be a crutch at times for
faculty as well as students,” he said.
“Wikipedia is so easy to get and so
easy to use that people tend to rely
on it more than they should.”
Increasing
reports
of
Wikipedia-fueled misinformation in student papers caused the
Middlebury vote, said the school’s
History Department Chair Don
Wyatt. The department officially

required that the Wikipedia ban
be included in the syllabus of
every history class.
Wyatt said that while he supported the initial ban of citations,
he was unwilling to denounce the
Web site entirely.
“My colleagues and I would
really be among the first to go on
the record saying that Wikipedia
should be used, but users should
recognize its strengths and its deficits,” he said.
He said the benefits of the
online resource include up-to-date
bibliographies and general knowledge on unfamiliar topics. Despite
these, Wyatt said the site is too
unregulated to be used as a primary source.
“In
its
current
state,
(Wikipedia) should never be consulted exclusively and under no
circumstances whatsoever should
it be cited,” he said.
The open-editing process of
Wikipedia allows anyone to modify
an existing article, regardless of the

accuracy of the information. This journal Nature found only a small
format has forced Wikipedia to difference in accuracy between
compromise between its accessibil- Wikipedia’s content and that of
ity and the integEncyclopedia
rity of the articles
Britannica.
it contains.
Britannica issued
E v e n
a rebuttal of the
“Wikipedia is so easy
Middlebury
science journal’s
to get and so easy to
College profesfindings, but it is
sor Neil Waters,
cited as eviuse that people tend to still
who drafted the
dence of the Web
original polirely on it more than they site’sWbenefits.
cy statement,
a t e r s
admitted
to
added that even
should.”
using Wikipedia
the
founder
as a starting
of Wikipedia,
point for some
Jimmy Wales,
TYLER ANBINDER
of his research.
admitted
the
GW HISTORY
But he emphaWeb site is not
DEPARTMENT CHAIR
sized that he
always accurate.
never uses it as a
Wales
stated
final source.
in a 2005 inter“It’s not authoritative; it’s a view on National Public Radio
product of anonymous authors,
some of whom are very good,
some of whom are merely passionate,” Waters said.
A 2005 study in the science

SENIOR DAY

DUQUESNE
DUQ
QUESNE
MARCH 3rd
at 2:00PM
CHARLES E. SMITH

ATHLETIC CENTER

Join us THIS SATURDAY for SENIOR DAY as the GW
Colonials play their FINAL HOME GAME OF THE SEASON!
Don’t forget to get to the game early for the Senior Day Pep Rally on G Street
from 10AM - 1PM. There will be food, games, and giveaways! The first 50 students
at the Pep Rally will receive EARLY ENTRY into the game.

For more info visit http://spirit.gwu.edu

that users “should take Wikipedia
with a grain of salt.”
In GW history classes, students seemed unsurprised to
hear of the recent restriction on
Wikipedia use at Middlebury.
Junior Matt Hirsch, who is
currently taking a European history class at GW, said he did not
consider the online encyclopedia
a reliable source.
“I wouldn’t use Wikipedia for
papers, maybe if I wanted to know
something for a quick fact,” said
the international affairs major.
Although she had heard of
the study in Nature, sophomore
Stephanie Sell said she still doesn’t
consider Wikipedia a good source
for paper citations.
“I just use it for background
information, for dates, to check
facts more than anything else.” n
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SPORTS

7,9

Jake Sherman – Sports Editor (jsherman@gwhatchet.com)
Joanna Shapes – Asst. Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
–The places in which the men’s and women’s
swimming teams ﬁnished at the Atlantic 10
Championship.

“Wilmore actually played OK yesterday”v“What a shame the University has all but ignored it” v“GW Hoops is 100 years
old, just like Georgetown (except we were ﬁrst in the District)”v “My sense is that KH likely told his team after the Xavier loss
(or certainly after the St. Joe’s loss) that the only way they’re making the NCAA’s is to win the tournament and that they’re not
going to win the tournament unless they begin to establish a winning culture once again”v“I’m going to come right out and
say it: We’ve got a major coaching problem” On the Internet v“This guy has gotten completely out-coached in several
games this year”vanyone can be an expert “He seems unable to make adjustments at halftime, his substitution
patterns remain bizarre and his sideline antics got very tired years ago” v“Because you spout of bunch of nonsense doesn’t
mean you’ve made a case”v“Incidentally, I’m still looking for a defense of Hobbs’ alleged coaching skills” “Get over the “In
Hobbs We Trust” nonsense”v“My prediction – we win it.”v“Every win is a little gift.”v“KH understands that particularly this
time of year, if you’re going to be regarded as a good team and achieve your goals, you have to slam the door in games
such as this”v“Let’s hope the killer instinct shows up in Charlotte.”v“Right now, it seems to me that Hobbs’ job is to do the
following”v“KH needs to build the conﬁdence of this team back to where it was before we lost to Dayton.”v“Did I not mention fundamentals?”v“Wilmore actually played OK yesterday”v“What a shame the University has all but ignored it” v“GW
Hoops is 100 years old, just like Georgetown (except we were ﬁrst in the District)”v “My sense is that KH likely told his team
after the Xavier loss (or certainly after the St. Joe’s loss)
that
the only way they’re making the NCAA’s is to win
the
tournament and that they’re not going to win the tournament unless they begin to establish a winning culture once again”v
v“This guy has gotten completely out-coached By Jake Sherman in several games this year”vHe seems unable
Sports Editor
to make adjustments at halftime, his substitution
patterns remain bizarre and his sideline antics
got very tired years ago” v“Because you spout of bunch of nonsense doesn’t mean you’ve made a case”v“Incidentally, I’m

Message Madness

posts from GWHoops.com

R

obert Chernak, the senior
vice president for Student
and Academic Support Services, has a job that oversees
hundreds of University employees that
range from athletics to admissions. Chernak answers to University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, but at least twice
in the last year, he has answered to someone else: anonymous posters on a college
basketball message board.
When a Feb. 18 Los Angeles Times
piece about GW’s tuition was linked on
GWHoops.com, a popular Colonials message board, Chernak – using the moniker
“senior vp chernak” – said the article “ignored” GW’s ﬁxed tuition plan, characterized GW’s tuition as “expensive” and
wrote that feedback from families about
the increase has been “positive.” He posted on the site to correct “misinformation,”
something he did last year when The
Washington Post and New York Times
published stories that called into question
the academic history of former GW basketball player Omar Williams.
Chernak’s audience on GWHoops,
a Web site he said he only checks on occasion, was anonymous. Many, including the board’s proprietor Steve Hadley,
suspect that posters – as they are called
on the site – include some University ofﬁcials, current and former GW basketball
players, athletic department donors and
students.
The board, which gets anywhere from
8,000 to 10,000 hits per day, has covered
nearly every aspect of life here in Foggy
Bottom, but most of the scrutiny centers
on the men’s basketball team. Several
thousand people per day look at the site
to analyze every move of head men’s

basketball coach Karl Hobbs, his coach- in their contents, largely because posters
ing staff and their 14 basketball players. are not required to register or identify
More alarmingly, the board keeps tabs themselves. Kvancz said he hears of the
on a handful of high school basketball content from other administrators and
players that may be considering GW. boosters who call or e-mail him. Hobbs
The Web site, and hundreds of others at said he ignores most college basketball
some schools with Division I athletics, il- sites, including professional recruiting
lustrates the inﬂuence of the Internet in sites.
college athletics. It gives a once-voiceless
“I don’t care what they think,” Hobbs
fan the vehicle to anonymously criticize said of the nearly 400 die-hard fans who
and act as an expert on athletic admin- post on GWHoops. “All I care about is
istration.
the product that’s being put on the court
Chernak’s habit of occasionally and how the guys are playing and winglancing at the
ning. All I care about is
board illustrates
winning. I don’t care
how
important
about anything else.”
anonymous com“Write me a letter,
mentary has besign your name and I’ll
“I don’t care what they think respond,” Kvancz said
come here and at
other universities.
of the site. “Otherwise,
... All I care about is
Criticism
from
I can’t care what you
fans who largely
say.”
winning.”
would not have
But one GW basthe vehicle to
ketball player did care
speak to adminand let fans know it.
KARL HOBBS
istrators is heard
Danilo (J.R.) Pinnock, a
ON GWHOOPS.COM POSTERS
with no name atformer standout here,
tached and few
was violently criticized
repercussions.
for leaving GW before
“Criticism on
beginning his senior
chat boards should
year to support his two
be interpreted with thick skin,” Chernak children. Hadley removed the thread,
said in an e-mail. “It is sometimes use- something he rarely does. Pinnock said
ful to know what fans of GW basketball that most GW men’s players loathe the
are thinking, but this fact in its own right site.
certainly is not the driving catalytic fac“I hated seeing what they wrote on
tor for decision making.”
(there) and then having to shake their
In fact, Director of Athletics Jack hands or sign autographs for their kids,”
Kvancz and Hobbs, two of the most vis- Pinnock said in an e-mail to The Hatchet
ible ﬁgures in the athletic department, in December. “I feel that a lot of people
said in separate interviews that they feel that we owe them something and we
never read the boards and put no stock don’t.”

GW prepares for A-10s
by Ian Humphrey
Hatchet Staff Writer
Going undefeated in the conference does not happen often. In
fact, in his 18 years as the head
coach of the GW women’s basketball team, Joe McKeown has made
the Sweet 16 and even the Elite
Eight, but has only gone undefeated in the Atlantic 10 twice.
That is why McKeown, who
was named A-10 coach of the year,
wants to cap off his team’s run,
during which the Colonials have
won 18 straight games, with the
conference tournament title.
“When you’re the favorite,
you want to go into this weekend
and win this tournament and feel
like not only did we go undefeated, but we won the regular season
and the (conference) tournament,”
McKeown said. “That would be
special.”
After defeating Temple 56-53
Sunday to win its sixth-straight
regular season championship, No.
8/9 GW (AP, ESPN/USA Today)
earned the top seed for the A-10
Championship this weekend in
Cincinnati. With a ﬁrst-round bye,
the Colonials will play the winner
of No. 8 seed La Salle and No. 9
seed Dayton on Saturday at noon.
McKeown noted the number
of upsets in college basketball that
generally come in March, stressing that GW (25-2, 14-0 A-10) will
overlook the quarterﬁnals despite
disposing of both Dayton and La
Salle during the regular season.
“There are a lot of higher seeds
that get beat,” he said. “Everybody
knows that the four top seeds are
all good, but you can’t overlook
anybody else either.”
After pouring in 18 points

A-10 AWARD HIGHLIGHTS:
Coach of the Year
Joe McKeown
Defensive Player of the Year
Kim Beck
First-Team All-Conference
Kim Beck
Jessica Adair
Second-Team All-Conference
Sarah-Jo Lawrence
Third-Team All-Conference
Kenan Cole
All-Defensive Team:
Kim Beck
Whitney Allen
(Right): Sarah-Jo Lawerence
against both La Salle and Dayton
this year, sophomore Jessica Adair,
who was named to the All-Conference First Team, said that she will
use what she learned from the previous meetings with the Explorers
and Flyers.
“Anytime you’ve played
someone once, there are always
things that you learn from the
players or the team as a whole, so
there are deﬁnitely things we can
use to our advantage from playing
them before,” Adair said.
The Colonials will need to be
wary that other teams will be focused
on beating them, McKeown said.
“Everybody’s gunning for
you, and you’re going to get
everybody’s best shot,” he said.
“Teams are ﬁghting for an NCAA
tournament berth so there’s a lot
on the line.”
Even with this added pressure,
McKeown said that he expects the
Colonials’ experience to guide the
team through the A-10 tournament and NCAA tournament after
only losing one player to graduation from last year’s team.

“Anytime
you can return
a lot of your
players to this
tournament, I
think it really
helps,” he said.
“It should carry over to this
weekend with
all those guys
who have been
through this
before.”
Junior Kim
Beck,
who
was named A10 Defensive
Player of the
Year and elected to the All-Conference First Team, said that GW is far
from ﬁnished in conference play.
“We’re not done, we know
that,” she said. “Our goal is not
just to win the regular season, it’s
to win the A-10 Championship.”
McKeown likened the upcoming tournament, which is being
held at Xavier’s Cintas Center,
to the BTI Classic in November,
when GW played three games in
three days and ﬁnished 2-1, defeating Arizona and TCU before losing
to then-No. 1 Maryland.
“It’ll be a little bit different
since it’s the conference championship in March this time, but it’s the
same type of sequence, so hopefully that’ll be something that we
can look back on as something that
helped us during the course of the
year,” he said.
Temple is the No. 2 seed, so
a rematch between the Colonials
and the Owls is not possible until Monday’s ﬁnal, which is being
televised on ESPN 2. Xavier is the
third seed, while Charlotte rounds
out the top four. n

Hobbs forbids his players from posting on the site and encourages them not
to read it. Kvancz said that if it was discovered someone in the athletic department was posting information they gathered at work, he or she would be ﬁred.
The commotion over this Web site
is something Hadley said he never expected. The site started in 1995 as a place
to post information about recruits. As
the site expanded, Hadley was urged
by many of the site’s faithful users to
include a message board. In the 10 years
of its existence, GWHoops has gone
from receiving 300 hits to upwards of
10,000 a day. Hadley said he tries to alert
the coaches to the negative nature of
GWHoops by sending incoming coaches
an e-mail when they are hired. Mike Jarvis, Tom Penders and Hobbs all received
that message, but Penders was the only
coach to reply.
Hadley said despite the site’s rampant criticism of the basketball program,
it keeps fans interested in the team.
“If Hobbs complains about things
like not being on TV, or having a little
arena, or bad facilities or having a townhouse too small to bring recruits to, these
are the people you are going to get that
stuff from,” Hadley said. “So if they’re
not interested in basketball, they don’t
have a reason to stay interested in basketball, then Hobbs doesn’t have a reason to stay at George Washington.”
Despite his hesitations and lack of interest in the site, Hobbs said he’s encouraged that there’s interest in his team.
“I like that. I just want to make sure
they come to every game,” Hobbs said.
“If you’re going to write about it, I hope
they come to every game.”n

WILDART Setting the bar
WILDART

Justin Evans/Hatchet photographer

Sophomore Erin Quigg ﬁnished eighth with a score of 9.325 in the uneven bars as the GW gymnastics team defeated James Madison Monday night at Smith Center, 192.65-188.125.
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Months to publish this: 2
Months it took you to cut down the tree: 2
You: Priceless

HOPE YOU HAD A MAGNUM BIRTHDAY KYLE!
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News

Fate undecided for Sq. 54
Final decision
delayed for a
third time
by Kaitlyn Jahrling
Metro News Editor
D.C. zoning commissioners
further delayed a decision on
the Square 54 mixed-use complex Monday night and asked
GW to reduce the project’s
height.
GW applied in spring 2006
to build a commercial and residential building complex on
Square 54, the vacant lot across
from the GW Hospital. This is
the third time the D.C. Zoning
Commission has delayed a
decision on the project after its
initial hearing Nov. 27.
While each of the five commissioners had a design issue
he of she disliked, all agreed
that the overall height of the
complex – 130 feet from the
highest ground – was inappropriate.
“I suggest we ask the applicant to revisit the issues specifically related to height,” said
Zoning Commission Chair
Carol Mitten, in light of testi-
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cheek and told us he’d like one
of our posters,” Brokman said.
“Then we were done.”
Before planning the protest PSU members had three
meetings with school officials,
including Trachtenberg, in
which they presented research
on the supply companies for
GW apparel. The University
has not agreed to change who
supplies official merchandise.

mony from community members who opposed the project.
The project has faced
opposition from the Foggy
Bottom/West End Advisory
Neighborhood Commission, a
locally elected body charged
with representing community concerns in development
matters. The Foggy Bottom
Association, a group of residents committed to preserving
the neighborhood, has also testified in opposition.
After some discussion,
Commissioner Gregory Jeffries
said he thought the height was
a concern as well, but that the
26,000-square-foot
interior
courtyard would compensate
for the increased height.
“I do see the interior courtyard as a public amenity,”
Jeffries said. He added that
when the University is considering bringing down the building’s height it should take into
consideration how much of the
courtyard remains.
GW
Media
Relations
Director Tracy Schario said the
University is still unsure how
the Commission’s request for a
shorter structure will affect the
project.
“The Zoning Commission
hasn’t given us a time frame,”
Schario said, “and we’re reviewing the transcript of last night’s

hearing to determine what
exactly is expected of us.”
The Square 54 complex is
intended to be a source of funds
for a proposed science center to be built on the parking
garage property at 22nd and I
streets. Boston Properties, an
office development company,
has agreed to lease the Square
54 site from the University for
60 years if the application is
approved.
Schario said she understood
the Commission’s caution due
to the project’s size and impact.
“Considering it’s a prime piece
of real estate and once it’s there
it’s not coming down – it’s
understandable.”
At the end of the hearing Phil Feola, an attorney
representing GW, asked the
Commission to consider giving
the project an initial approval
at the hearing. He said it would
take weeks for the University
and the architects to draw up
new plans with lower heights.
Mitten said the Commission
needed more specifics before
they could make a decision.
ANC
Commissioner
Michael Thomas said that
although the ANC is not entirely happy with the legal basis
for the zoning proceedings, the
community will appreciate the
proposed changes in height. n

“(The school) has made it
pretty clear that they do not
plan to take action that will
make any change,” Brokman
said.
Brokman
said
the
University’s main contention is
the $1,000 fee required to associate with the consortium. “It’s
pretty clear it comes down to
money,” he said.
Trachtenberg said that the
administration is taking its time
and considering the possible
precedent they would set in a
“complicated question.”
“We’re trying to be respect-

ful of (students’) concerns
because we think they come
from a pure heart – even if
we’re not completely persuaded,” Trachtenberg said. He
added that he did not think the
average student would have a
vested interest in the issue.
The Student Association
has passed three separate resolutions in support of University
membership of the Workers’
Rights Consortium. The SA
offered to pay the $1,000 fee
out of its budget, but administrators’ approval is still needed
to join the consortium. n
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“A genuinely sweet-natured film

that provides unexpected
moments of inspiration.”
Bilge Ebiri, NEW YORK MAGAZINE

“Give it a chance if you’re in
the mood for love.”
AIN'T IT COOL NEWS
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1350 19th St. N.W.
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THUMBS WAY UP.”

ICHARD

ROEPER

®

KEVIN SMITH, GUEST CRITIC, EBERT & ROEPER

AND

“Funny and dark,
and really sexy.”
-RICHARD ROEPER, EBERT & ROEPER

“…THE FIRST GREAT
FILM OF 2007.”
-AIN’T IT COOL NEWS

“…a smart, compelling
film with powerhouse
performances.”
-STEVE OLDFIELD, FOX-TV

“…YOU JUST HAVE TO
SEE IT.”
-COLLEEN OAKLEY, MARIE CLAIRE

“‘Pulp Fiction’ with
a Southern accent
and a heart of gold.”
-ANDREW O’HEHIR, SALON.COM
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AMC LOEWS
GEORGETOWN 14

K St. between Wisconsin
and 31 St. N.W.
800-FANDANGO #821

REGAL GALLERY PLACE
STADIUM 14
707 Seventh Street, N.W.
800-FANDANGO #1721

MARYL AND

ACADEMY 8

at Beltway Plaza
(301) 220-1155

AMC COLUMBIA 14
In The Mall In Columbia
(410) 423-0520

AMC MAGIC JOHNSON
CAPITAL CENTRE 12
800 Shoppers Way
Largo, MD
800-FANDANGO #844

AMC LOEWS RIO 18
Gaithersburg, MD
800-FANDANGO #740

AMC
RIVERTOWNE 12
Oxon Hill, MD
(703) 998-4AMC

CONSOLIDATED
MAJESTIC 20
900 Ellsworth Dr.
Silver Spring, MD
(240) 393-4826

MUVICO
EGYPTIAN 24

REGAL CINEMAS
GERMANTOWN
STADIUM 14

Germantown Town Center
800-326-3264 #455

REGAL CINEMAS
ROCKVILLE STADIUM 13
Rockville,MD
800-FANDANGO #248

VIRGINIA

AMC
HOFFMAN CENTER 22

At Arundel Mills
(443) 755-8992

Eisenhower Ave.
& Telegraph Rd.
(703) 998-4AMC

P&G
WHEATON PLAZA 11

AMC
POTOMAC MILLS 18

REGAL CINEMAS
BOWIE STADIUM 14

AMC
SPRINGFIELD MALL 10

Wheaton, MD
(301) 949-9202

15200 Major Lansdale Blvd.
800-326-3264 #454

Woodbridge, VA
(703) 998-4262

Springfield, VA
(703) 971-3991

AMC
TYSONS
CORNER 16

7850 Tysons
Corner Center
(703) 998-4AMC

CONSOLIDATED
KINGSTOWNE 16

Kingstowne Towne Ctr
Alexandria, VA
(703) 822-4956

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
ARLINGTON BLVD/
LEE HIGHWAY
MULTIPLEX
CINEMAS
Merrifield, VA
(703) 502-4060

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
RESTON TOWN CENTER
MULTIPLEX
CINEMAS
Reston, VA
(703) 502-4060

REGAL BALLSTON
COMMONS
STADIUM 12

Ballston Commons Mall
800-FANDANGO #377

REGAL COUNTRYSIDE
STADIUM 20
Sterling, VA
800-FANDANGO #394

REGAL MANASSAS
STADIUM 14

Exit 47B off Interstate 66.
800-326-3264 #490

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
REGAL CINEMAS
FAIRFAX
POTOMAC YARD
CORNER 14:
STADIUM 16
CINEMA DE LUX
Fairfax, VA
(703) 502-4060

Rte. 1 off S. Glebe Rd.
(703) 739-4040

